






TEST – TWO-WAY COMPONENT SPEAKER (LOUDSPEAKER) SETS  D L S   R 6 A 
 

A reputable Swedish company LDS involved in a design and manufacture of the own components for autohifi due to 
Acoustique Quality company (AQ) became a participant in our market. A wide range of assortment includes 
speakers (loudspeakers), boosters and accessories. Speakers (loudspeakers) and boosters are split into three lines of 
models consisting of a number of types in various sizes. R6A is represented by a medium Reference line in which we 
can also find coaxial and subwoofer speakers (loudspeakers). Individual components of "R sixes" attracted our 
attention for their thorough workmanship. New, carbon reinforced paper membrane with excellent acoustic features 
and muffling factor has been made just for R6A and 13 cm R5A. Elevation speaker (loudspeaker) boasts about a 
calotte membrane silk cap. Originally designed frequency point functions with 12 dB/oct. slope and two-degree pad 
for heights. When installing tweeters out of the axis of mid-bass we can benefit from a circuit partially eliminating 
the phase shift between the speakers (loudspeakers). Manual enclosed also introduces technical specifications for 
production of a baffle. DLS R6A reproduction stands out by an exemplary extension of heights to mediums and 
precise basses. Sound is spectrally well-balanced and "lofty". 
 
A s s e s s m e n t 
 
 Sound (30) Acoustic 

Performance 
(15) 

Outfit (10) Workmanship 
(15) 

Total (70 
points in 
maximum) 

Price 
(CZK) 

DLS R6A 18 10 7 10 45 7,780.00 
Dragster 
DS 632 

9 8 6 8 31 4,280.00 

Focal 165 
V Slim 

17 9 6 10 42 9,490.00 

Mac Audio 
Mac Iron 
2.16 

10 8 6 9 33 4,880.00 

Phase 
Linear PC 
165.20 

11 9 5 8 33 4,990.00 

Visteon 
VFR 165X 

10 8 6 9 33 5,790.00 

   
 
 

  
C o n c l u s i o n 

 
In conclusion, I would like to say that to make a fair judgment in regard to six component speakers (loudspeakers) 
you have just been introduced is a very difficult task. Let's mention the "tweeters". In absolute majority, all of them 
are made as good quality calotte "pieces". I often found pleasant sounding textile membranes. In respect of Focal, the 
tweeter reached the highest score in the test and patented negative membrane made of Tioxid 5. Shifts also are on the 
high technical level, most of the time to be  distinguished from only due to their accessories and sizes. In regard to 
mid-bass speakers (loudspeakers), that is where the most difference is discovered. Focal due to its reduced 
assembling depth, own construction membrane and engraved manufacture number is the most original. Swedish DLS 
behaved audio-focused, where a massive strontium magnet boosts the energy vibrating system with a great diameter 
coil which is significantly relevant during reproduction of precise basses even when turned on very loud. Mac Iron 
boasts with a ventilation of the vibrating coil through a pole piece of the magnet and gold-plated terminals for 
connection of stronger conductors. 
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